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The Last Temptation has provoked its share of controversy 
.l (not least, but not only, sparked by the Martin Scorsese film 

based on the book). More serious discussions have tended to 
revolve around issues of the book's theology - understandably, 
given its theme. But to approach this book exclusively from the 
angle of either religion or philosophy is to leave out what I 
believe to be its most genuinely radical component: namely its 
exploitation and simultaneous undermining, not only of its 
biblical sources, but at the same time also of the age-old art of 
story-telling. 

This can be demonstrated by considering each, in tum, of the 
components of my title. All three are among the terms 
customarily invoked, ever since the books of the Old Testament 
and the writing down of the Homeric poems, to guarantee the 
authority and status of the most highly-valued narratives of a 
culture about itself. Writing (and this is true even of such a 
"residually oral" culture as the Modern Greek) traditionally is 
the most stable and trusted means of establishing, maintaining 
and transmitting to future generations the things they most need 
to know: who (identity) did what (truth). 

These notions, or at least their stability, have come under 
such sustained attack, within the late-twentieth-century 
Western culture that we loosely term postrnodern, that it seems 
almost quaint to invoke them in those terms at all, today. But 
the reason for doing so is that the very same foundations of (inter 
alia) narrative art that postmodernism in recent years has 
challenged, with heady and problematic success, are also those 

* I am l?rateful to David Holton and other participants in discussion when 
an earlier version of this paper was given as a lecture at the University of 
Cambridge, and also to Peter Bien who read and commented on the text of 
that lecture. 
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which Kazantzakis, the "belated" survivor of an earlier, 
Romantic or immediately post-Romantic era, also challenged, 
rather earlier in our century (The Last Temptation was written in 
1950-1, and first published in Greek in 1955). 

Writing 
Kazantzakis's strictures against the written word are well 
known, and most explicitly articulated in Zorba, which harps 
endlessly on the moral and spiritual infirmity of the kalamaras 
("pen-pusher") who is Zorba's ineffectual superior in the mining 
business and willing disciple in the lessons of life. But even in 
that book, there is an implicit paradox which goes all the way 
back to Plato. Just as Plato in theory despised writing but none 
the less depended on his mastery of it in order to immortalise the 
teaching of his master Socrates, so Kazantzakis, through the 
mouthpiece of the book's narrator, denounces again and again the 
art which will at the beginning and end of the book actually be 
vindicated in the act of writing the "synaxari" (or saint's life) of 
Zorba. 

This ancient ambivalence about writing has a more complex 
part to play in The Last Temptation. Relatively early in the 
book, we find Kazantzakis's characteristic diatribe against the 
tyranny of the written word, in the scene in the monastery where 
the old Abbot, Joachim, is on his deathbed and castigates the 
monks for seeing no further than the written word (ypciµµm:a) of 
Scripture: 

Ma 'Cl µrcopouv va 7t0'\JV 'ta ypaµµma; a'\J't(l 'vm 'ta µaupa KUYK£Aa 
'TT\<; q>UAaKT]<;, 07t0'\J <npayyaH/;e'tat Km qirova/;et 'tO rcveµa. Avaµecra 
artO 'ta ypaµµa'ta Km 'tt<; ypaµµe<; Km yupa 'tptyupa O"tO aypaq>O 

xap'ti K'\JKAOq>opci eAe'U'tepo w rcveµa ... (108; Eng. 110)1 

1 Greek text and page numbers refer to: Nikos Kazantzakis, 0 relsvmio~ 
nsipaaµ6~ (savacr'tOtXeto0e'tTj0TjKe µe emµ. Ila'tpOKAO'\J L'taupou) (Athens: 
Ekdoseis Elenis Kazantzaki 1984). The reader is referred to the excellent 
translation of the novel by Peter Bien ("Eng." after the Greek page number 
refers to: Nikos Kazantzakis, The Last Temptation, paperback ed., London: 
Faber 1975). For the purposes of this paper, however, I have preferred to 
give my own, fairly literal, translations of the passages cited. 
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But what can writing say? The letters of the alphabet are the 
black prison-bars of the soul, that keep it suffocated and crying 
out. In between the letters and the lines, and everywhere round 
the margins of the unwritten paper: that's where the soul goes 
free ... 

This is Kazantzakis the demoticist, the scourge of narrow book
leaming, in a familiar guise. But once Jesus becomes launched on 
his mission in the second half of the novet the art of writing 
will appear in a more varied light. 

Matthew the publican, though not prominent in the story, is 
nonetheless one of the more fully characterised of the apostles, 
after Judas. He is introduced into the narrative in a scene which 
closely follows the synoptic Gospels (for which, it should be said 
in passing, Kazantzakis has no systematic preference). To the 
canonical social revulsion caused by the inclusion of the former 
tax official among Jesus' disciples, Kazantzakis adds an 
additional colouring. In his description of Matthew, sitting 
outside his customs shed, we at once recognise the negative 
attributes of the kalamaras in the world of Kazanlzakis's 
novels: 

Kov1:oc;, naxouMc;, X"-eµnovtcipric;· Kt1:ptva, µaAaKci 1:a xepta wu, 
µe.Aavroµeva 1:a OCl);'.1:'\JACl 1:0'\J, µaupa 1:a VU);'.lU 1:0'\J, µe.yciAa 
µaAAtapci 1:' aunci 1:0u- 'l'l"-TJ T\ qirovii 1:0u cra µouvouxou. (319; Eng. 
322) 

Short, fat, and sallow; hands yellow, flaccid; fingers ink-stained, 
nails black; ears huge and hairy; his voice shrill like a eunuch's. 

We have no difficulty recognising the type. And yet this 
despised kalamaras will reach surprising heights, just as the 
canonical Matthew did. Before leaving to follow in Jesus' 
footsteps, Matthew in Kazantzakis's version takes the tools of 
his trade with him. The despised inkpot and quill will soon be 
put to a new use. When the other disciples have gone to sleep, 
Matthew sits up beneath the lamp, takes out his "virgin 
notebook" (amip0Evo 1:£<\rtEpt) and quill-pen (here and throughout 
called by the dialect term KaAe µ 1, ), and finds himself in a 
familiar dilemma: 
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nwi; v' apxicrc:t; amS 1CO'\J v' apxicrct; 0 0c6i; 'tOV epa11,£ Si1t11,a O"'tOV 

ayw E'tO'\J'WV av0pwito va Kmaypa<j>El J"Cl()"'t(l 'ta Myw 1CO1J ll,££l Kat 

'ta 8aµa1:a 1CO1) KClVEl, va µTj xa8ouv, va 'ta µa8ouv Kat Ot 

µ£11,11,ouµEvci; YEVEE\;, va rcapouv Kl au1:ei; 'tO Sp6µo 'tT\\; /1,'\l'tPWO"T\\;- ... 
['O],n Jt(lf'.t va xa0£i, am6i; va w 1ClClV£l µ£ 'tO Ka11,eµt 'WU, va 'tO 

am8WV£t anavw O"'tO xap'ti, va 1:0 KClVEt a8avmo ... (331; Eng. 333-
4) 

How to begin? Where to begin? God had placed him next to this 
saintly man to write down faithfully the words he says and the 
miracle he makes, so as they won't be lost, so as future 
generations will learn about them, and follow in their turn the 
road of salvation .... Whatever's at risk of being lost, he'll be the 
one to catch it with his quill-pen, and set it down on paper, and 
make it immortal... 

And at the moment of dipping his quill in the inkpot, 
Matthew hears behind him the rustling of wings, as though an 
angel were standing on his right side and whispering into his ear 
what he must write: which turns out to be the first sentence of 
the Gospel according to St Matthew as we know it (cited, 
moreover, in the original New Testament Greek). 

The process of inspired writing described here is familiar 
from Homer and the Old Testament onwards. There are abundant 
precedents, too, for the sense of literary mission, the humble 
determination to catch fleeting reality and give it permanent 
form. And it is conspicuous, too, that the canonical opening 
sentence of Matthew's Gospel (which asserts the genealogy of 
Jesus Christ from the ancient kings of Israel) is not true in the 
world of Kazantzakis's story as we have read it so far. 

This problematic relationship between writing and truth 
assumes ever greater importance as the book progresses. The 
Biblical story of Jesus' rescue of the disciples from the storm 
(Matt. 14.22-32) is narrated in the form of Peter's dream (though 
we are told that the dream was sent by an "angel from heaven" 
[p. 347]). Peter then tells the story of his dream to Matthew. Not 
for the first or the last time in this novel, the status of dreams 
and reality is put into question, as Peter explains to Matthew 
that the dream was so vivid, and his emotions so powerful, that 
"perhaps it wasn't a dream". Matthew agrees, and begins to 
wonder how he can write it up in his Gospel: 
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Llu01Co11,o rco11,u, ytmi OEV rrmv 011,61£11,a criyoupoc; rcooc; 111av 6vEtpo· 
OEV 111av 0"'61£11,a criyoupoc; rcooc; 111av a11,118cta· 11mv Kat 1a ouo· 1:0 

0aµa mn6 eytvE, µa OXl <i'TTI YT\<; Kat ITTT\ 8a11,acrcra E'tO'U'TTI, aUou· 
µa rcou; (349; Eng. 351) 

Very difficult, this: because he wasn't altogether sure it had been 
a dream; he wasn't altogether sure it was true, either; it was both; 
this miracle had happened, but not on this earth and this sea, 
somewhere else. But where? 

Where, indeed, could this miracle possibly be real, if not in 
writing? 

Matthew has a harder time of it in a later passage (at the 
end of eh. 23), which gives a fuller account of the writing process. 
In order to write what the text here describes as the ~ioc:; 1cat 
1tOAt't£ta 'tou Iricrou (life and times of Jesus [355; Eng. 357]), 
Matthew finds that the angel commands him to write things 
that he knows are not true. He protests; he refuses to write; 
sweat gushes from his forehead; but despite himself, he is 
writing at breakneck speed. What is narrated here is 
immediately recognisable as another version of Jesus' own 
struggle, and Jesus himself, half-wakened from sleep, recognises 
it as such (356; Eng. 358). 

The crisis for Matthew comes in eh. 26, which also contains 
the pact between Jesus and Judas which is central to 
Kazantzakis's whole version of the story. It is a time of stress 
and uncharacteristic bad temper among the disciples. First Peter, 
who has never taken to Matthew, experiences a moment of 
paranoia: cinµri yi::vi::ci ot ypacj>tci8i::c:; (a worthless brood, you 
scribes [397; Eng. 399]), and he determines to know what 
Matthew has been writing about him. For the second time in the 
book, the opening of Matthew's Gospel is quoted in the original, 
this time at slightly greater length. Despite the lapse of 
charity that initiated this exchange, Peter finds himself lulled 
by Matthew's narrative of things that he knows quite well his 
fellow-disciple could not have seen, is charmed to sleep by the 
evangelist's words, which he likens to pomegranates, and 
finally on waking embraces the writer and kisses him on the 
mouth: i::icd rcou 0'£ ciicouya, he declares, µnriica O''tT\V Ilapci8ctcro 
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(while I listened to you, I entered Paradise [398; Eng. 399]). This 
is the aesthetic response to inspired art. 

But now a sterner trial awaits the evangelist. Jesus summons 
him over, and asks to read the story so far. Jesus is immediately 
enraged, and throws the book on the ground. 

Tt 'vat mn:a; qicbvac,E· 'lfEµm:a! 'lfEµa-ta! 'lfEµa-ta! .1.Ev EXEl avayKTI 0 
Mecriac; arr6 0ciµm:a, mn:6c; Eivm 1:0 0ciµa, ciUo OE XPEtctsE-mt! 
rEvv1'J011Ka cr1:11 Nasape't, oxt G'tT\ BTt0AEEµ, 7tO'tE µou OEV 1tci'tT\cra '"CO 

rroot cr1:T1 BTt0AE£µ, oE 0uµouµm Mciyouc;, oEv m']Ya rro1:e µou cr1:T1v 
Aiyurrw ... (399; Eng. 401) 

What's all this? he shouted. Lies! Lies! Lies! The Messiah doesn't 
need miracles, he is the miracle, he's no need of any other! I was 
born in Nazareth, not Bethlehem, I've never in my life set foot in 
Bethlehem, I don't remember any Wise Men, I've never been to 
Egypt ... 

But Matthew, like many a writer of secular narratives before 
and since, insists that he himself is not the one responsible. 
These things were told him by an angel; and he tells Jesus what 
we already know: 

... crav 1:0 µwp6 Eiµm <j>acrKtwµevoc; cr'tT\ <j>1:epouya [sic] 1:ou Ayye1cou 
Kat ypa<j>w· OE ypa<j>w, avnypa<j>w 6,n µou AEEt. Aµ' n; arr6 OtKOU 
µou eycb ea 1:a 'ypa<j>a 61ca Ew{na 1:a 0aµacrµm:a; (399; Eng. 401) 

... I'm like a babe swaddled by the Angel's wing and I write. I 
don't write, I write out what he tells me. So what? Would I, on my 
own, write all these miraculous doings? 

And Jesus is struck by the same idea that had occurred to 
Matthew much earlier, when he had been considering how to 
write up Peter's dream about the storm: 

... av 61ca au1:ci Eivm TI a1cT10tvit a1cit0Eta; Av E'tOU'tO dvm 1:0 mo 
a'l'T\AO rrci1:wµa 'tT\c; a1cit0Etac;, 6rrou o 0E6c; µovcixa Km:OtKEi; Av 
6,n EµEic; 1ceµE a1cit0Eta, o 0E6c; 1:0 AEEt 'lfEµa; (400; Eng. 401) 

whether these things aren't the true truth? Whether this might be 
the highest level of truth, where God alone dwells? Whether 
what we call truth, is called a lie by God? 
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Jesus then falls silent (1:ronacr£) and reverently, now, hands the 
manuscript back to its author: 

rpa<j,£, 6;n crou unayopEUEt o, AyyEAoc,, cine o IT]crouc,· qoo ma ... µa 
◊EV an6crcocr£ 'tO Myo 'tO'U. (400; Eng. 401) 

Go on writing, write whatever the Angel dictates to you, said 
Jesus; as for me ... but his words were left unfinished. 

It is as though Kazantzakis is about to set the highest seal on 
his own art, in the words Jesus is about to say to Matthew; but his 
Jesus stops short, perhaps baffled (it would not be out of 
character) at the phenomenon to which he has just been 
initiated. Bien, interestingly, tries to make sense of the 
unfinished sentence by translating "It is too late for me to-". But 
even that is an over-interpretation. 

Matthew makes two further appearances in the novel. The 
first is on the eve of the Passion (in eh. 27), when he is unwise 
enough to complain to Jesus: CilCOt£tvci ta Myta crou, nroi; 8£<; va ta 
~ciAro crta xapnci µou; (your words are dark, how can you expect 
me to put them down on paper?). 

Jesus rounds on him with a predictably Kazantzakian 
denunciation of his craft: KaAci crai; A£V ccrcii; 1:0ui; ypa<jnci8£<; 
KOKOpta • Sap pd 't£ 0£ ~yai vet o T\AtO<; av 8£v 'tOV <j>rovci~£t£ 
(they're quite right to call you scribes cockerels; you think the 
sun doesn't come out unless you crow) but proceeds to express a 
more serious disquiet which is actually quite consistent with the 
unfinished sentence some twenty-five pages earlier: 

, AUa J..,£(0 £YOO, ana ypci<j)e'te EO"etC,, ana lW'taAaBaivouv a'U'tOt 
nou crac, avayvoo0ouv! Atco: cr'taup6c,, 0avmoc,, BacrtAeia 'tCOV 
oupavoov, 0£6c,, 'tt Ka'taAaBaiVe'te; Ka0evac, crac, Bat;et O"'tOV Ka0£ 
aytO E'tO'U'tO Myo 'ta na0T] 'tO'U Kat 'ta <rnµq,epov'ta Kat nc, BoA£C, 
'tO'U, Kt O Myoc, µou xave'tat, T] 'Jf'UXTJ µou xavE'tat, ◊EV µnopoo ma! 
(423; Eng. 425) 

I say one thing, you people write something different. Something 
different again the people who read you take out of it! I say: 
"cross", "death", "kingdom of heaven", "God", and what do you 
understand? Each one of you puts upon these holy words his 
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own passions and interests and hopes, and my words are lost, my 
soul is lost, I've had enough of this! 

Jesus is ready to despair at the fickleness of the reception to 
which the written word is prone. But as we shall see more 
clearly later, in turning on Matthew in this way, he is unable to 
deny its extraordinary potency either. 

Matthew appears, finally, at the very end of the long dream 
sequence which takes up all but the last of the last fifty pages of 
the novel. Here he too lends his voice to the chorus denouncing 
the renegade Jesus, in his case on the grounds that all his best 
efforts (there is no mention of an angel this time) will have been 
in vain if Jesus was never crucified, and his hopes for posthumous 
fame will therefo_re have been frustrated. In what is surely 
parodic sarcasm on Kazantzakis's part, Matthew insists that 
Jesus ought to have suffered if only for the sake of his, 
Matthew's, art: 

'Ercperce, m; ]l'taV Kat yta 'tO xmipt µou µovaxa, yw va crco0ouv 
£1:ou-i:a ,:a ypaµµtva, va cr-i:aupco0£i~! (505; Eng. 506) 

You ought, if only for my sake, if only to save all that's written 
here - you ought to have died on the cross! 

But by this point in the narrative, the cause of writing has 
been taken up by another figure, more powerful and, as presented, 
surely also more sinister, than Matthew. 

I think it is a justifiable inference that Kazantzakis has no 
great liking for the apostle Paul. Paul, who historically never 
met Jesus while he was alive, gets to do so in the temptation
dream which extends Jesus' earthly life to shortly after the 
destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70 (495; Eng. 495). Clearly 
discernible in Kazantzakis's portrayal of Paul is the role 
commonly ascribed to him as the institutional founder of the 
Christian church. The character and behaviour of Kazantzakis's 
Paul is therefore complicated by Kazantzakis's known 
antipathy towards the Church which he founded. Paul is a 
highly ambiguous figure when he confronts Jesus in the second 
last chapter of the book. As representative of institutionalised 
Christianity, he is clearly to be understood as one of those who 
dangerously imprison the spirit, who had so terrified and 
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alienated the real Jesus on an earlier occasion (see p. 435; Eng. 
437). Yet he appears here as a forerunner of Judas and the other 
apostles whose taunts will eventually bring the temptation
dream to an end; Paul appears as a tempter-within-temptation, 
and there is an ambiguity about his role, which seems to be at 
once to rub Jesus' nose in his betrayal of his followers, and to hold 
out the prospect, rather as Satan had earlier done, of world 
domination through the power of the institutionalised Church. 

To add further to the ambivalence in the portrayal of Paul, 
there is another detail worth noticing. The Biblical Paul, 
according to himself in the Acts, had earlier been Saul, a 
virulent persecutor of the followers of Jesus. Earlier in the 
temptation-dream, this Saul duly appears. In the scene of 
gratuitous violence in which Mary Magdalene is murdered by 
the Levites and servants of Caiaphas (a scene which re-enacts 
the deaths of the sexual temptresses in Zorbas and Christ 
Recrucified) Saul is one of their number. Not only is he 
bloodthirsty, but we first see him through the eyes of the 
doomed Magdalene: 

Tiow~ dcrat £oil, µ£ 'tO $at..aKp6 K£$cit..t, µ£ 't11 xov'tPT\ KOtt..tci, µ£ 'ta 
cr'tpa~ci rc68ta, o Kaµrcoup11~; (462; Eng. 462) 

Who are you, with the bald head, fat belly, bent shanks, crooked 
back? 

And it emerges clearly from the strange dialogue which ensues, 
that the thread of continuity between Saul the persecutor and 
Paul, the converted apostle, lies in his zeal, and specifically his 
weakness for world domination (explicit on p. 462, concluding 
lines; Eng. 463). 

Paul, when he reappears in the courtyard of "Master 
Lazarus" (the name Jesus goes by, now that he has become a 
family man and head of his household), at first presents himself 
with the trite, narrow-minded optimism of a certain type of 
convert. There is surely irony behind the way he first introduces 
himself to Jesus: 
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'Hµouv, o£v £iµm ma o l:auA.o~, o mµo~6po~· £ioa -ro <j)oo~ -ro 
aAT]0lv6, £iµm o nauAo~. L\o~acrµtvo -r' 6voµa -rou Kupiou, crro011Ka 
Kat Kiv11cra va crrocroo -rov K6crµo ... (485; Eng. 484) 

I was, I am no longer, bloodthirsty Saul. I've seen the true light, I'm 
Paul. Praised be the name of the Lord, I'm saved and on my way to 
save the world ... 

But the scene quickly develops beyond irony. Paul, the 
determined preacher, begins preaching under Master Lazarus' 
roof the Good News of the life and resurrection of his master 
Jesus Christ. Jesus (who incidentally is never given the title 
"Christ" in the novel) is in a position to know better and 
vehemently contradicts him. Recognition follows, but Paul is not 
dashed in the way that Matthew will be, when his turn comes at 
the end of the temptation-dream. Paul is angry, and in the end 
contemptuous. The world, he declares, needs the story of the 
crucifixion and the resurrection: 

... µtcra crwu K6crµou £-rouwu 'tTJ craniAa, -r11v aolKtci Kat 'tTJ 
<j)-rroxaa, 0 lT]O"O'\J~ 0 1:-raupooµEvo~, 0 lT]<JO'\J~ 0 Avacr'tT]µevo~, l]'tUV T] 
µovaKpl~T] 7tUpT]yOpla 'tO'\J 'ttµtou Kl UOlKT]µ£VO'\J av0pW7tO'\J. 
'P£'U'tt<l l] UAT]0£ta - n µ£ VOl<l/;£l; (488; Eng. 488) 

... amid the stench of corruption of this world, the injustice and 
the poverty, Jesus Christ the Crucified One, Jesus Christ who rose 
from the dead, was the only, cherished comfort of honest, 
wronged mankind. True or false - what's that to me? 

This in turn leads into a long diatribe on the power of the 
written word. Disdainful of literal truth, Paul declares: 

... qro µ£ 'tO 7t£t<Jµa, µ£ 'tT] Aax-rcipa, µ£ 'tT]V 7tl<J'tT], OT]µtoupyro 'tT]V 
aAT]0£ta" 0£ µcixouµm va 'tTJ ~poo, 'tTJ <j)ncivoo. TT] <j)navoo mo µqciAT] 
an6 w µ1t6l 'tO'\J av0pro7tO'U, Kl E't<Jt µqaArovoo 'tOV civ0poono. ( 488; 
Eng. 488) 

... I, with obstinacy, with longing, with faith, am the one who 
creates truth. I don't struggle to find it, I make it. I make it bigger 
than mansize, that way I make mankind stand a bit taller. 
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This is too close to the spirit and the rhetoric of Kazantzakis's 
own credo, AaK71n107, to be simply undermined by the same irony 
with which Paul has been introduced a few pages earlier. And 
the whole long, passionate speech ends by making it explicit 
that the power that Paul claims for himself (in effect, to create 
a world) is none other than the power of writing: 

... £y00 0a qrctacrro £CTEVU Kat TI\ S(l)ll CTO'\J Kta TI\ OtOUCTKUAlU CTO'\J Kl TI\ 
m:auprocrii crou Kat TI\V avam:a<TT\, 61troc; i::yw 0et.ro· 0£ m: YEVVTJCTc 0 

Irocrri<j>, 0 µapayK6c; a1t6 'tT\ Nal;;ape1:, <,£ yevvricra eyw, 0 Tiaut.oc;, 0 

ypa<j>tac;, a1t6 'tT\V Tapcr6 TI\c; KtAtKiac;. (489; Eng. 489) 

... I'm going to make you and your life and your teaching and your 
crucifixion and your resurrection, the way I want. Joseph didn't 
beget you, the carpenter of Nazareth, I did: I, Paul the scribe from 
Tarsus in Cilicia. 

* 

Writing, then, to conclude the story so far, is seen in this novel as 
the very opposite of a transparent medium. At one point it 
appears in a fairly routine Kazantzakian guise, as a prison
house of the spirit. But whenever we see writing in action, in the 
activities of the apostles Matthew and Paul, writing turns out to 
be a highly complex process, fraught with struggle and danger. 
In its production it transcends the boundaries between waking 
experience and dream, and between truth and falsehood, so as to 
create a truth which is called by Matthew "the way of 
salvation" (1:0 opoµo 1:lli; 11,u1:pro011i; [331; Eng. 333-4]) and by Paul 
the "salvation of the world" (va crro0£i o Kocrµoi;, 488; Eng. 488). 
In its reception, whatever Myoi; or \jf'UXTJ caused it to be written in 
the first place, is lost through the subjective vagaries of reading 
and interpretation. Writing, according to this novel, has power 
in the world, both positive and negative. It never merely records, 
nor are the meanings it contains transparent to the 
understanding. 

Finally, before we move on from "writing" to consider the 
other components of my title, we should also remind ourselves of 
the perhaps rather obvious fact that writing is not just one among 
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the novel's themes: it is also the medium in which The Last 
Temptation itself exists. 

Identity 
Determining the identity of the central figure is already 
explicitly articulated as a problem in the Gospels. In Matthew, 
the following exchange takes place between Jesus and the 
disciples: 

... he asked his disciples, saying, Whom do men say that I the Son 
of man am? 
And they said, Some say that thou art John the Baptist: some, 
Elias; and others, Jeremias, or one of the prophets. 
He saith unto them, But whom say ye that I am? 
And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the Christ, the Son 
of the living God .... Then charged he his disciples that they 
should tell no man that he was Jesus the Christ. (Matt. 16.13-16, 
20; cf. Luke 9) 

Fundamental to all four biblical accounts of the life of Jesus is the 
progressive revelation, in the face of rational doubt, that the 
man Jesus is identical with the Messiah, or Christ, whose coming 
was prophesied in the Jewish scriptures. The question of the 
identity of the central character assumes even greater 
importance in Kazantzakis's treatment of the story, but here it is 
not only those around Jesus who seek, in puzzlement, 
exasperation or desperation, to find out who he truly is: first 
among them is Jesus himself. 

The four stages of the chief character's evolution, discussed 
by Peter Bien on the basis of Kazantzakis's own notebook for the 
Last Temptation, already place emphasis on the progressively 
changing identity of Jesus. These four stages are called by 
Kazantzakis: Son of the Carpenter, Son of Man, Son of David, 
Son of God.2 It is probably uncontroversial to suggest that 
Kazantzakis's novel is not about the Son of God who was 
incarnated as a man (this is the "plot" of the Gospel stories), but 
rather about an exceptional man who through a long struggle 
first recognised and then fulfilled his mission to became the "Son 

2 Peter Bien, Nikas Kazantzakis: Novelist (Series: Studies in Modern Greek. 
Bristol Classical Press[= Duckworth] 1989), pp. 67-73. 
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of God". My point, in any case, is not about the book's theology. 
From the first page to the last, one of the most remarkable, 
effective and disturbing aspects of The Last Temptation is the 
instability of the chief character's identity. "Who are you?" 
(the question implicit in the synoptic Gospels as well) is a 
question that others obsessively ask of Jesus. As early as the 
second chapter, Judas is moved to ask him (and a ritualistic 
three ti:tl).eS at that): "can it be you ... you ... ?" (µnac; Kl dcrm 
ecru ... ecru ... ; [29-30; Eng. 28-9]); and Jesus can only answer with 
the most grammatically indeterminate counter-question possible: 
Eyro; nowc;; (I? Who?) 

Indeed it is not until the end of the fourth chapter (56; Eng. 
56) that the young man, the son of Mary is named at all, and then 
it is (again in a ritualistic, threefold repetition) when his 
mother calls out to him at the scene of the crucifixion of the 
Zealot. In a later scene, after the start of Jesus' mission, but at a 
point when it is clear that he, least of all, fully understands the 
nature of that mission, Judas challenges him, in words which 
echo the synoptic Gospels: 

Llev sEPW mor; va O"e /\£(1): yt0 'tTlt; Mapiar;, YtO 'tOU MapayKOU, YtO 
'tOU Lla~io; Llev sepw, µaeer;, aK6µa 7tOtOt; dcrm· µa µTj'te Kl eO"'U 

sepetr; ... (206; Eng. 210) 

I don't know what to call you: son of Mary, son of the Carpenter, 
son of David? I don't know, you see, I still don't know who you 
are. But neither do you ... 

It is Judas who proposes the visit to John the Baptist, which 
takes place almost at the midpoint of the book (at the end of 
chapter 16, out of 33). John also asks Jesus (and yet again, a ritual 
three times), who he is, but Jesus the first time throws the 
question back at him: 

Lle µ£ yvwpil;etr;; £Kaµ£ o I11crour; ... Kt au'tO'uvou 11 qirovri e1:pi::µe· 

TJsePE, a1t6 't1]V amiV't:110"1) 'tOU Baqincr't:Tj Kpeµouv1:av 11 µoipa 't:OU. 
(239; Eng. 244) 

Don't you recognize me? said Jesus ... And his voice trembled; he 
knew, upon the Baptist's answer would depend the whole of his 
fate. 
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It is a scene of climactic ambiguity. Jesus depends on the Baptist 
recognising him. And by this point in the book, if not before, it 
has become clear that the whole question of Jesus' "identity" is 
not one of individuality, character, or even of biological 
substance. His poor mother, who has given him his name and 
since then more or less given him up in despair, does not, in this 
sense, know or recognise him at all. But John the Baptist, who 
has never seen him, is expected to recognise him. How? 

,'1£ otaPacrEc; nc; rpacpec;; 'tO'U a1tOKpi011K£ o I11crouc; µ£ YAUKa Kat 
1tapa1tovo, cra va 'WV µaACJlVE' 0£ otaPacrEc; 'tO'Uc; 1tpocprp:£c;; Tt /\£El 0 

Hcratac;; f1p6opoµ£, 0£ 0uµacrat; (239; Eng. 244) 

Haven't you read the Scriptures? Jesus answered him with gentle 
reproach; haven't you read the prophets? What does Isaiah say? 
Baptist, don't you remember? 

And we know that John has been reading the Scriptures; so 
well does he know them that recently he has dreamed about 
them and dreamed the very scene that is now taking place. Far 
from being a matter of individuality or personality, identity is 
something conferred by writing. 

The scene of the Baptism is not only one of recognition, in 
which Jesus' identity begins to be subsumed into that of the 
Messiah prophesied by Scripture - a process which will be 
completed only with the second last sentence of the whole book. 
It is also a ritual of naming, and Kazantzakis extracts the 
maximum potential from this. While many miraculous 
occurrences in the Gospel narrative are toned down in the book, 
being presented as either dreams or hearsay, presumably in 
deference to the outward conventions of realism within which 
Kazantzakis usually operates, on this occasion the extent of 
divine intervention is, if anything, exaggerated. The river is 
suddenly stilled, schools of multi-coloured fish form a dance 
round Jesus, and the spirit of the river, in the form of an old man, 
rises up with gaping mouth and popping eyes (241; Eng. 245) - the 
scene strongly suggests a painting in the style of Titian, perhaps. 

The Baptist, at the height of this miracle, stops short too, 
immobilised in the act of pouring water, as he does not know 
what name to give. In the book, as in the synoptic Gospels, Jesus 
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then sees a dove descending and hears a voice from heaven. But 
in Kazantzakis's version, no one can distinguish the words, or 
even whether they come from God or from the bird; not even 
Jesus: 

... wuxavcµicr'tT\KE, c'to'\J'tO 111:av 'tO aAT\0tv6 1:' 6voµa 1:ou· µa OEV 
µ1t6p1ocr£ v' aKoucrct (241; Eng. 246) 

... he had a frisson that this was his true name; but what it was he 
couldn't hear. 

According to tradition, the true name of God cannot be uttered, 
and in apparent deference to this tradition, the book specifically 
turns aside from the unambiguous declaration of the New 
Testament. The voice from heaven does not say, "This is my 
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased" (Matt. 3.17). Indeed, to 
ram home the point, Kazantzakis puts this interpretation of the 
inchoate utterance at the Baptism into the mouth of Satan at the 
climax of the Temptation in the Wilderness (266; Eng. 270), and 
has Jesus expressly deny that this is what he heard, when he 
reads the words in Matthew's Gospel-in-progress (399; Eng. 401) 
and upbraids Matthew that he wasn't even there. Even at this 
miraculous moment, his true identity continues to ~lude Jesus. 

The process of becoming that lies at the heart of this novel is 
the almost perverse opposite of what theorists of the realist 
tradition call "character development". Jesus as a unique 
individual recedes, as the narrative progresses, in order for him 
to recognise his true identity in a role which must determine his 
actions, even his thoughts, and in which he will be recognised by 
others too. It is a process not of "growing into" a true personality 
(the underlying theme of the entire Bildungsroman tradition, a 
tradition to which this book could, in most other respects, be said 
to belong), but of putting off all personal, individual traits in 
order to become something (rather than somebody) which 
transcends it. The nature of this process is made clearer by 
comparison with the earlier Christ Recrucified, in which 
characters closer to an everyday reality, within living memory 
at the time of writing, were more obviously subsumed by 
predetermined roles which, like Jesus and Judas in this novel, 
they also resist. Manolios was not Christ, but in the course of the 
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novel he became Christ. In just the same way the Jesus of this 
novel is not Christ either, but he becomes Christ. 

This is why Kazantzakis makes such extensive use of an 
aspect of the Gospel narratives which lies at the opposite 
extreme from realism in the modern sense.3 This is the way in 
which so many details of the actual life of Jesus as narrated 
conform to, and thus are said to "fulfil", prophecies in the Jewish 
Scriptures. Some of these, such as the entire story of the 
Nativity in Bethlehem, and Jesus' descent from the line of 
David, the book, as we have already seen, ascribes to the 
ingenuity of the evangelist Matthew and so relegates from the 
"actual" life of this Jesus. But many others, of which we saw an 
example at the beginning of the encounter with John the Baptist, 
are not only part -0f Jesus' "real" life, but also actively willed by 
him. 

It is not only Matthew the pen-pusher who is well-versed in 
Scripture. So, as we saw, is John the Baptist, who is thereby 
enabled to "recognise" a man he has never set eyes on before - not 
as an individual, but in the acting out of a role. And so too, 
finally, is Jesus himself. There are many references to, in 
particular, Isaiah and the prophecies of Daniel, and passages 
from both are paraphrased in demotic Greek in the text. The 
realisation that he must die, and the basis for the pact he makes 
with Judas, derives from the words of Isaiah, which become so 
intensely present to Jesus that he seemed to see the prophet 
bodily in front of him, and to read the letters inscribed on the 
air, just as John the Baptist had earlier done (393-4; Eng. 395-6). 
And later, the nearest to an explanation that Jesus can give to his 
disciples (or to us) for his coming crucifixion and death, is a long 
recitation which he calls upon Matthew to produce from 
memory, again taken from Isaiah (433-5; Eng. 435-6). 

Jesus' truest, ultimate identity, then, appears to lie in the 
willing surrender of whatever individual identity he has, in 
order to enact a story that has already been written. The most 
succinct statement of this convergence of writing with the much
sought identity of Jesus in the book, though it comes as the 

3 Compare the discussion of "Figura" in Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: The 
Representation of Reality in Western Literature (trans. W.R. Trask) 
(Princeton University Press 1953), esp. pp. 73-6. 
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conclusion to a passage that could be said to contradict it, forms 
the conclusion of a dialogue with the old Rabbi shortly before 
the crucifixion: 

'Ayu::c; f'pa<j>ec;, yepov-m, dm::, ei.vm -m <j>uUa 'tllc; Kapouic; µou· 61a 
't' aUa qiu11a eyro ,:a ~foKtcra. (402; Eng. 404) 

Sacred Scriptures, Rabbi, he said, are the leaves of my heart. All 
the others leaves I've torn up. 

Jesus' quest for identity, then, is resolved by a metaphoric 
equivalence between the pages (qruUa) of the Old Testament 
prophecies and, in the traditional Greek expression, the leaves 
(<j>uUa) of his heart. 

But this resolution is only fully achieved at a single moment 
in the novel, and that is in its last two sentences. Even when the 
decision has been taken to be crucified, the deal with Judas has 
been struck and carried through, and Jesus, assuredly now calling 
himself the "Son of Man" has mounted the cross, this hard-won 
identity is still dizzyingly unstable. This is the nature and 
purpose of the fifty-page long temptation-dream. Neither the 
dream itself, nor its dissolution, is actively willed by the dying 
Jesus. Waking, as he thinks, to find himself in the company of a 
guardian angel, who is subsequently metamorphosed into the 
more Mephistophelian negro boy (apmt61tou1.o) who keeps him 
company throughout forty years of supposedly normal life, Jesus 
reverts to the developing, individual, human personality he 
had left behind in order to step into the role of the prophesied 
Messiah. But even here, with the temptress Magdalene safely 
murdered, his two wives and his children to keep him company, 
and the security that comes with the role of Master Lazarus, 
Jesus does not know for certain who he is. Master Lazarus is after 
all an assumed identity, and he knows this.4 Even as he lives out 
the life that the last temptation allots to him, he knows, and we 
know, that he is only acting out an alternative role. (Indeed, a 
robust reading of the novel might suggest that Jesus is not so much 
tempted as allowed to have his cake and eat it.) 

4 An example of this is explicit in the scene with Paul, e.g.: ~exam:: moc; 
itapacr'tatve w µacr1:po-Aat;apo (485). 
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As the imaginary years pass, the disquieting, supernatural 
presence of the apmt6nouAo is a constant reminder that all cannot 
be as it seems in this supposedly "normal" world; and this Jesus is 
increasingly subjected to memories and real or imagined 
visitations from the past that rock the identity he has worked 
so hard to assume, and threaten the fragile happiness he has 
been able to build upon it. At the beginning of the final chapter 
(there are 33 chapters, as there were 33 years in Jesus' real life),5 

an ageing Jesus is disturbingly, and all too plausibly presented (if 
we take account of Kazantzakis's age at the time he wrote the 
book), as frightened by the passing of time and the evidence of 
his approaching physical decline and death. It is only having 
reached the end of his natural span (since the historical 
destruction of Jer1,1salem, which is now announced, took place 
three score and ten years after Jesus' birth) that the renegade 
Jesus reverts to the Cross; and even now, and entirely 
characteristically, he is disorientated: 

'EBa1ce OAT\ 'tou 'tT\ 9uvaµT\ va 8£t 1wu BpicrKe'tat, now~ fimv, ytmi 
novofoe ... (506: Eng. 506) 

He used all his strength to see where he is, who he was, why he 
. . 6 was mpam ... 

5 Kazantzakis's special affection for the number 3, perhaps implying 
instability and the absence of closure, is well known (it seems to have been 
Kazantzakis himself, for instance, who first drew attention to the 
carefully contrived total of 33,333 lines in his Odyssey). In this book the 
33 chapters continue that tradition of numerical symbolism, to which may 
be added an allusion to Dante's Commedia, which Kazantzakis of course 
knew well. Each of the canticles of Dante's poem is made up of 33 cantos, 
with the exception of the last, Paradiso, whose 34th canto adds the closure 
always refused up till that point. In the last canto of the Paradiso, Dante 
sees God, and the unstable multiples of 33 are rounded up to the total of 
100. Naturally, it is precisely that kind of closure that is denied to 
Kazantzakis's Jesus and to the formal structure of The Last Temptation. 
6 I have retained the tenses of the original. Although the absence of a strict 
sequence-of-tense rule in Greek makes the effect of the curious alternation 
here less marked than it is in English, this use of language nonetheless 
seems to heighten the effect of disorientation. 
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And only now, at the end of just over five hundred printed pages, 
and only at the moment of death, is that question, "who am I?", 
definitively and fully answered, in the last word given to the 
biblical Jesus in the Gospel according to St John: 1:£1:£Accr1:at. 

The Greek word, as is well known, means far more than the 
"It is finished" of the Authorized Version. Bien translates, as 
does the New English Bible, "It is accomplished". The 
prophecies have been fulfilled; but in the context of this book, 
Jesus' lifelong quest for his own identity is resolved fully only 
now, in the fulfilment of what had been written long ago. And 
this fulfilment is followed not by a resurrection - the evangelists 
and Paul can be relied on to provide that - but by a new 
beginning. The novel actually ends: Kt 111:av cra va '')..,eye: 'O')..,a 
apxtl~ouv (and it was as though he said: Everything is 
beginning). 

Truth 
We have seen how the struggle of becoming that is the book's 
main subject is intimately bound up with the problematic art of 
writing. "Truth" turns out to be a highly relative and unstable 
concept in this book; and it is time now to tum this concept on 
Kazantzakis's book itself. Given what is said in the text about 
the nature, function, power, and limitations of writing, what 
claims to truth does The Last Temptation itself make? My 
answer would be: precisely the same claims as it upholds for its 
canonical predecessors. 

The story of the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ in 
the four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles is retold by 
Kazantzakis in the middle of the twentieth century, in a form 
which owes much to the contemporary art of fiction. But 
Kazantzakis conspicuously does not call this book a novel, and it 
is worth noting, in passing, that all seven of the books from 
Zorba to Report to Greco that tend to be called novels are 
problematic in terms of genre.7 The novel, as a genre, we know 
was not highly regarded by Kazantzakis, and along with the 
three components of my title, the conventions of realist, fictional 
narrative are thoroughly subverted in this book. 

7 I owe this insight to Georgia Farinou-Malamatari. 
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Any retelling of a story is, in effect, inevitably both a read
ing and an interpretation. The Last Temptation both reads and 
interprets the New Testament narratives, but also, I believe, the 
classic, realist novel of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Working within the same narrative framework as his 
sources, but adding within the frame also the making of these 
canonical narratives, Kazantzakis treats his scriptural sources in 
a way which is far subtler than merely rejecting them or 
claiming to supersede them would have been. What he does 
with the New Testament "life of Jesus" can, I think, be best 
described as "deconstruction", in the sense that this was defined 
by Jacques Derrida in De la Grammatologie (1967), a book which 
lies much closer in time to the writing of The Last Temptation 
than it does to us today: 

The movements of deconstruction do not destroy structures from 
the outside. They are not possible and effective, nor can they take 
accurate aim, except by inhabiting those structures .... Operating 
necessarily from the inside, borrowing all the strategic and 
economic resources of subversion from the old structure, 
borrowing them structurally, that is to say without being able to 
isolate their elements and atoms, the enterprise of deconstruction 
always in a certain way falls prey to its own work. 8 

"Realism" is subject to much the same treatment in this book. 
Not only is the more-or-less realist treatment of the life and 
times of Jesus framed between two dreams,9 but the Bergsonian 
concept of "subjective time" is taken to perhaps its furthest 
extreme in literature in the fifty-page sequence in which Jesus, 
while dying on the cross, during an unmeasurably small instant of 
time, experiences in dream almost forty years of earthly life, not 
merely passing before his eyes but actually lived by him. 

8 Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatologij (trans. G.C. Spivak) (Johns Hopkins 
University Press 1974), p. 24. 
9 Peter Bien, in a letter, draws attention to this point, which may be 
connected to the same structural device (which amounts to putting the 
entire "realist" part of a text within quotation marks), as early as Toda 
Raba (written 1929). Cf. Peter Bien, Nikas Kazantzakis: Politics of the Spirit 
(Princeton University Press 1989), p. 162. 
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Though it does not appear to have been discussed in these 
terms, this blatant subversion of realist narrative has much in 
common with the better-known subversions of Jorge Luis Borges, 
which have been so influential in shaping the fiction we have 
grown accustomed to think of as "postmodem". Though there is 
no indication, and little likelihood, that Kazantzakis knew 
Borges's Ficciones (published in Buenos Aires in 1944), this 
daring dilation of narrative time, in particular, invites 
comparison with Borges's short fiction "The Secret Miracle", in 
which something very similar happens. 

For Kazantzakis, I would submit, the outrageously unveri
fiable, indeed explicitly counterfactual story of Jesus' temptation 
on the cross, is true, in the same sense as everything else in the 
book is "true", including the New Testament narratives which it 
revises and interprets: true, that is, not because it happened (it 
didn't), but because it is written. 

Conclusion 
I have tried to suggest that the issues of identity and truth, 
central to the Gospel narratives of the life of Jesus and also of 
this twentieth-century retelling, are presented in The Last 
Temptation, as indissolubly bound up with the ambivalent and 
problematic nature of story-telling and particularly of writing. 
Overtly and admittedly, Kazantzakis's book is based on and 
retells a story from sacred Scripture (' Ayt£<; f'paqitc;). But as often 
as the modem retelling seems to break away from the hieratic, 
over-interpreted writings on which it is based, to go behind the 
inscrutable face of the sacred text and bring alive what it 
presents as the actual, earthly and sometimes earthy experience 
of Jesus and those around him, it reminds us, in a paradox that it 
is tempting to call postmodern, that both the achievement and 
the limitation of this reality are identical to its realisation in 
writing. 
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